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Managing Your Career - Skill Sets and
Strategies to Make Your Career MOVE
You are invited to join Working Mother Media on March 16th in New York City for the second annual
Advancement of Women in STEM Leadership Summit, where you will share insights and build skills
that will increase your visibility and opportunities for advancement in this extreme, fast-moving,
male-dominated world. Attendees will learn strategies to overcome misperceptions, secure a solid
support network, and to help position themselves as players in motion within their respective
organizations. You will become empowered to better navigate gender bias, build influential relationships
with mentors and sponsors, manage work life balance needs in demanding careers, and improve
self-promotion. You will also have significant opportunities to network, hear from women in STEM
who have successfully forged careers and are willing to share their perspectives on the journey, and to
develop and practice next level skills for advancement.
AGENDAHIGHLIGHTS

Opening Keynote: Navigate Unconscious Bias and Emerge
as a Force to be Reckoned With

Hear one woman’s journey of successful navigation through the challenges, misperceptions, and
unconscious biases that characterize the male-dominated world of STEM.
Dr. Janine Clayton / Deputy Director / Office of Research on Women’s Health / Office
of the Director / National Institutes of Health (NIH)

Senior Executive Panel: Strategies to Set Your Career in Motion:
Leverage Key Relationships and Opportunities for Growth
Top executives in STEM fields share insights and advice about what it takes for women to develop
and leverage networks, relationships and opportunities that will set their career in motion.

Workshop 1: Build Influential, Value-Based Relationships with
Mentors & Sponsors

Our morning workshop offers practical strategies and solutions for securing Mentors and Sponsors.
These advocates play a critical role in helping women in STEM identify the roadmap for success within
their organization, but limited role models and huge demands on time can make it difficult to identify
and engage the rightpeople.
Facilitator: Dr. Daphne Mobley / CEO /ACC / Daphne Mobley, LLC
Thought Leader: Joanne Kugler / Chief Information Officer / GE Energy’s Power and Water Business

Workshop 2: WorkLife Balance Solutions for Women in STEM

The demanding, 24/7 nature of the STEM world is a unique culture for single women and women
with families. The Association for Women in Science (AWIS) along with Executive Thought Leaders
will examine how choices impact work life balance and will identify changes that have the biggest
impact on personal/professional satisfaction. AWIS will discuss research on work life satisfaction
and will help participants identify seven keys to achieving and maintaining work life satisfaction.
Facilitator: Cynthia Simpson, M. Ed, CAE / Director / Programs and External Relations/
Association for Women in Science (AWIS)
Thought Leader: Alice Marcy / Scientific Operations Officer / Dynamis Therapeutics

Call-To Action Keynote: Command the Attention You Deserve

How can women in STEM fields most effectively prepare for the appropriate messaging that a person
seeking advancement does? Learn to exercise self promotion skills and achieve new levels of comfort
with helping your own light to shine
To learn more about the conference, including hotel information, click here or call
Working Mother Media, 212-779-5100.

For additional information or to register click here


*Agenda subject to change

